
Consider:
• How much warmer do you think Singapore will be?
• Will Singapore still have natural environments like forests and coasts? Why or why not?
• What daily habits/behaviour would result in such a future for Singapore?
• Think of something you like best – it can be a place you enjoy going, a food you enjoy 
   eating, an activity you enjoy doing or even your favourite animal/plant. How can it be 
   affected by climate chang   affected by climate change?
• What advice do you think you would give to your future self?

Challenge: The video mentioned that the 
world is undergoing the sixth mass extinction. How 
will the extinction of certain plants and animals 
affect you? 

Suggested ideas:
• Living in harmony with wildlife by…
• Reducing my carbon footprint by…
• Minimising my food wastage by…
• Spreading this message to my family and friends by…
• Refusing single-use disposables by…  

Imagine it is the year 2050. Take a minute to imagine what Singapore 
would look like if we continued to live the way we do now.  

Now, think of what you hope Singapore will look like in the future. Use the 
template on the next page to write your letter, or simply go to 
https://www.futureme.org/ and type your letter. You can set a date to decide 
when to receive the letter in the future by typing in your email address.

Want to go one step further? 
SG Climate Rally, a youth-led organisation, wants to encourage Singaporeans to 
envision what Singapore should look like in 2050. Read what other 
Singaporeans have posted at https://padlet.com/sgclimaterally/takeback2050 
and contribute your own too. 

WRITE A LETTER TO 
MY FUTURE SELF
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Dear Future ___________,  (Your name)

Hi! Today, the date is ______________________ and  I am ______ years old and I am 

_________________________ (state your job/what you are doing). Thankfully, the weather is 

now ________ °C (temperature) and not what was predicted by scientists to be over 40°C. 

This is because of what humans like me have been doing for the past few years. I have been: 

1.  ________________________________________________________________________

    ________________________________________________________________________    ________________________________________________________________________

2. ________________________________________________________________________

    ________________________________________________________________________

(state 2 environmentally friendly habits/behaviours that you want to do) 

As a result, my favourite __________________________ (state place/ food/ activity/ animal) is 

still around because __________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________(state what positive actions you took) 

To my future me, here is my piece of advice to you:  

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Love,  

___________________ (your name)

Dear future me
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Appendix: Vocabulary


